
Shadow 6 Wireless
Wireless controller with rumble and Sixaxis™ compatibility

ITEM No. - DGPS3-1362
UPC - 8 45620 01362 3
COLOR - Black/Red

PRODUCT FEATURES

TRANSLATIONS

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

• Custom Analog Stick Positioning
When we designed the Shadow Wireless, we swapped the locations of 
the left analog stick and directional pad while fine-tuning their location for 
ultimate comfort and precision. This arrangement is similar to that of XBOX 
360 controllers, and is the preferred layout of serious gamers everywhere. 
The Shadow Wireless is the first PS3 controller of its kind, and is sure to 
set a new standard for controllers of the future.

• Compatible with Sixaxis™ Motion Technology
The Shadow 6 Wireless is fully compatible with Sixaxis compatible games 
and touts a highly sensitive motoon technology.

• Dual rumble motors
The Shadow Wireless is an Officially Licensed Immersion Corporation 
product, and is built with TouchSense®, Immersion’s next-generation 
rumble technology. TouchSense® provides gamers with the strongest, 
most detailed rumble feedback on the market.

• Built-in rechargeable battery
The Shadow Wireless features a rechargeable, 3.7V Li-ion battery for hours 
of uninterrupted gameplay and excellent charging time.  Controller package 
includes a PS3 compatible USB to mini-USB charging cable.

• Enhanced L2 and R2 buttons
The L2 and R2 buttons (rear triggers) on the Shadow Wireless feature a 
concave surface to minimize finger-slip while maximizing comfort and 
precision.

• Includes a mini USB cable to charge
The included USB to mini-USB charging cable is fully compatible with 
PlayStation 3 and all wireless Sony controllers for PS3.  Charge your 
Shadow Wireless, SIXAXIS wireless, or DualShock 3 wireless controller 
directly from the PS3 console.

• Latency-free wireless gameplay
2.4GHz wireless technology eliminates the hassle of tangled cables and 
limited range, allowing gamers to play comfortably from anywhere in the 
room.  Controller includes 2.4GHz wireless USB receiver.

• Rubberized controller surface
The Shadow Wireless features a high-quality, rubberized finish and textured 
grips that combine to ensure complete control and long wear.
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SHIPPING INFORMATION

QUANTITY WIDTH (in.) HEIGHT (in.) DEPTH (in.) CUBE (ft3) WEIGHT (lbs.) UPC NUMBER

1 6.25 9.5 2.75 0.09 0.70 8 45620 01362 3

24 11 21.5 21.5 2.94 21.70 8 45620 01362 3

4 7 10.25 10 0.42 3.45
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dreamGEAR and the dreamGEAR logo are registered trademarks. PlayStation 3, PS3 and SIXAXIS are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. This product is not designed, manufactured, sponsored, licensed or distributed by 
Sony Computer Entertainment.

Customized layout
of the analog sticks delivers
more comfort and precision

Enhanced L2 and R2 triggers
help prevent your fingers

from slipping

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
The Shadow 6 Wireless Controller sets a new standard for PS3 gaming. The 
customized layout of the analog sticks delivers more comfort and precision 
to PS3 gamers. It features enhanced L2 and R2 triggers that help prevent 
your fingers from slipping during game play. Shadow 6 is also compatible 
with SIXAXIS™ motion sensing technology and includes 2.4 GHz latency 
free wireless technology, dual rumble motors, a built-in rechargeable battery, 
mini USB charge cable and rubberized grips.
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